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CHAPTER 1.
THE CROWN.
Introductory.
To study the organs of State which exercise the executive and
administrative functions is the most difficult task that a student of
constitutional law has to perform. He is, of necessity, without that
acquaintance with what takes place in Cabinet meetings or within
government departments which could alone give him an intimate
knowledge of the machine in operation. When dealing with the
Legislature and the Judiciary he is studying organs which work in
the public eye. Proceedings both in Parliament and in the High
Court can be followed by readers of The Times. What happens in the
departments and how they workis unknown to the general public. True
that from time to time questions in Parliament or strictures from the
Bench remind the public that ^JiitshaU 4s encroaching on their
liberty. Public relations officers do their best to explain the more
glaring examples of individual hardship which result from a too rigid
administrative machine. Occasionally a retired civil servant gives the
world a glimpse behind the scenes, but convention normally forbids
any active member of that service from writing of his work. For the
average lawyer acquaintance with Whitehall is limited to interviews
with subordinate officials, while others perhaps get no further
than interviews with a local inspector of taxes or a national insurance
officer.
There is too another difficulty. Terms are used which have no pre- Terminology,
cise legal significance. Differences of form do not always represent
differences of substance. The term, the Crown, represents the sum
total of governmental powers and is synonymous with the Executive.

